
Unite 1        lesson 1        ( middle 3) 

Choose the correct  answer: 

1-Speed measuring units are…m/s……………or…km/h………… 

2- The concept of motion is linked to the change of an object's…. position.. As …time….. passes 

according to the location of another object. 

3- The motion in a …straight……..line in …one…… direction is considered the simplest type of 
motion. 

4- The path of a moving object may be …straight line……. , …curve…..or combination of each. 

5- The result of multiplying a speed of a moving object by time=….. distance… 

6- A car covers 80 meters in 4 seconds so, it moves at speed equals …80/4=    20m/s……… 

7- A train which travels a distance of 360 km with regular speed 120 km/h needs……3….hours to 
cover this distance. 

8- When an object covers equal …distance…. At unequal periods of time so, it 
moves……irregular………. speed 

10- A car moves with irregular speed , its average speed = ……total distance.. /..total time….. 

11- When the average speed of a moving body equals the regular speed , the motion is 

described as …regular…………… motion. 

12- Blue car moves on road at speed 80km/h and green car moves in same direction at 

speed 70 km/h so the passenger in green color observe blue car move with 

speed ……10 km/h………………………………………….. 

13- The measuring of relative speed depends on the …observer…………………… 

Give reasons: 
1 – The object's speed increases by decreasing time needed to cover certain distance? 

…because there is invers relation between speed and time….. 

2 – We say that an object moves with regular speed? 

Because…it cover equal distance at equal period of time….. 



3 – A moving car seems to be at rest relative to rider of another moving car beside it with same 
velocity and direction? 

Because… the relative speed equal the difference between their speeds….. 

 

Problem 

A racer covered a distance 100 meters of straight track in 10 seconds then, he 

returned back walking he took 80 seconds to come back to starting point of running . 

Calculate the racers average speed : 

A: while running                            b: while returning                                 c: during the whole trip 

Solution; 

A_____________ V= d/t    =100/ 10   

                               So V= 10 m/s 

B____________ V= d/s      = 100 /80 

                              So V= 1.25 m/s 

C___________  V= total d  / total t 

 So  V =100 +100 / 10 +80 

                                 V= 2.2 m/s 


